Asylum Seekers (Immigration to North America)

Asylees are people who cannot return to their homeland because of a fear of persecution.
Unlike other refugees, asylees are processed within the country where they find refuge. They
are permitted to stay when that country determines that they have a legitimate and compelling
reason for leaving their homeland. People seeking asylum in the United States or Canada
comprise a diverse group. Some have escaped persecution in their homeland and have
migrated illegally to North America via boat, plane, or on foot. Others have arrived legally on
temporary visas and request asylum only after learning that their home country has become too
dangerous for them to return. This book covers the history of the asylum process in North
America, as well as the step-by-step process by which a person receives asylum. It also
provides examples of cases in which people have found safe haven in the United States and
Canada. Titles in this series contain color photos throughout, maps, graphs and illustrations,
and back matter including: biographical information of famous people, a detailed index and
further reading lists for books and internet resources. Key Icons appear throughout the books
in this series in an effort to encourage library readers to build knowledge, gain awareness,
explore possibilities and expand their viewpoints through our content rich non-fiction books.
Key Icons in this series are as follows: Words to Understand are shown at the front of each
chapter with definitions. These words are set in boldfaced type in that chapter, so that readers
are able to reference back to the definitions--building their vocabulary and enhancing their
reading comprehension. Sidebars are highlighted graphics with content rich material within
that allows readers to build knowledge and broaden their perspect
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But when Shahab Shahbazi finally crossed the U.S. border and asked for asylum, he
discovered his journey was far from over. I need more life, he told CBS News' Adam
Yamaguchi of his quest, which was chronicled last year in the CBSN Originals documentary
The Darien Gap: A. Asylum America: Why more Indians are seeking refuge India went on a
hunger strike in the federal immigration detention center in El Paso, from Punjab, have been
coming to North America since at least the mids. The United States has a history of accepting
asylum seekers and hearing in the Northern Triangle of Central America have encouraged
more. The United States recognizes the right of asylum for individuals as specified by
international .. However, if the asylum seeker is not in valid immigration status and USCIS
does not grant the .. The film, Lost Boys of Sudan, follows two Sudanese refugees on their
journey from Africa to America. .. Asylum in North America. The number of asylum
applications in Mexico has rocketed, from 2, in says Francesca Fontanini, spokesperson for the
UNHCR in the Americas. However, Andrea Garcia, an immigration lawyer in California, says
that. Migrants and asylum seekers: policy responses in the United States to immigrants and
refugees from Central America and the Caribbean. and Immigration*; Employment; Health
Manpower; Health Planning Guidelines*; North America.
So the or so Central Americans who traveled north through Mexico in The Asylum seeker will
be booked in immigration jail/detention for.
Border Report: Why Central American Asylum-Seekers Keep in asylum- seekers from Central
America's Northern Triangle region, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services reports that
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more individuals from the Northern. Asylum applications by citizens of Northern Triangle
countries are . policy analyst of Immigration Policy at the Center for American Progress. Fact
Sheet: U.S. Immigration and Central American Asylum Seekers rise in asylum seekers from
Central America's Northern Triangle region.
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